Π µν , interpolating formula, analytical formula for Φ(z), g > m -photon "mass" m γ ∼ g, screening at ALL z when g > m D = 4 QED; photon "mass" m 2 γ = e 3 B at superstrong magnetic fields B >> m 2 e /e 3 = 137 × 4.4 × 10 13 gauss; asymptotic behaviour of Φ(z) at z >> 1/m e (no screening) and at z << 1/m e (photon "mass" and screening)
variational method for ground state energy:
(a B = 1/(me 2 ) -Bohr radius) 
where n = 0, 1, 2, ..., σ = ±1 (Rabi, 1928, 2n + 1 + σ =⇒ 2j, j = 0, 1, 2, ...) ε n > ∼ m/e -ultrarelativistic electrons; the only exception is the lowest Landau level (LLL) which has n = 0, σ = −1. We will study states on which LLL splits in the field of nucleus. Hydrogen atom: electron on LLL moves along axis z; proton stay at z = 0. What electric potential does electron feel? Let us look at
Modification of the Coulomb potential due to the dressing of the photon propagator. Summing the series we get:
for the Coulomb potential in the coordinate representation we get:
and the potential energy for the charges +g and −g is finally: V (z) = −gΦ(z) . Asymptotics of P (t) are:
Rad. corr. to Coulomb potential
Let us take as an interpolating formula for P (t) the following expression:
We checked that the accuracy of this approximation is not worse than 10% for the whole interval of t variation, 0 < t < ∞.
No2PPT -Prosper -p. 13/25
In the case of heavy fermions (m ≫ g) the potential is given by the tree level expression; the corrections are suppressed as g 2 /m 2 .
No2PPT -Prosper -p. 14/25
In case of light fermions (m ≪ g): In order to find potential of pointlike charge we need P in strong B. One starts from electron propagator G in strong B. Solutions of Dirac equation in homogenious constant in time B are known, so one can write spectral representation of electron Green function. Denominators contain k 2 − m 2 − 2neB, and for B >> m 2 /e and k 2 << eB in sum over levels LLL (n = 0) dominates. In coordinate representation transverse part of LLL wave function is: Ψ ∼ exp((−x 2 − y 2 )eB) which in momentum representation gives Ψ ∼ exp((−k 2 x − k 2 y )/eB). Substituting electron Green functions into polarization operator we get:
first integrate over k with the help of residues, after over k ⊥ :
No2PPT -Prosper -p. 20/25
No2PPT -Prosper -p. 21/25 atomic levels Very Preliminary. Equation which gave ground state energy with poor accuracy ( but PL, GKK):
(Karnakov, Popov did it much better in 2003 JETP paper). We split the integral into two parts: from 1/m to a B , where the screening is absent (large z), 
and from the Landau radius a H = 1/ √ eB to 1/m, where the screening occurs (small z):
√ eB e 2 z exp(− √ e 3 Bz)dz = −e 2 ln(1/e) .
Finally we get: Shabad, Usov (2007, 2008 
